
 

 

In May, the Prime Minister commissioned a major review of the Australian Public 

Service (APS) (review website.) Could the public service enter the ‘gig’ economy? 

Yes. This article suggests that the public service could resort to more ‘project specific 

employment’ in the future (related article.)  

This article says the West’s remaining liberal democracies need to deliver for the 

populations if they want to survive. A Canadian opinion piece asks: ‘Does 

“deliverology” deliver the goods?’ and implies it does not. This proposal says the 

government should link politicians’ pensions to their performance i.e. policymakers 

who made short-sighted or otherwise damaging/bad decisions should face 

clawbacks or reduced pensions. This article says ‘Americans are facing an “epidemic 

of dishonesty” in Washington that’s more dangerous than terrorism or communism.’ 

Retirement savings plans were designed for a different world. One suggestion is to 

customise algorithms to dictate precisely how much should be deducted from your 

income and saved, based on your earning and spending patterns. The World 

Inequality Report notes that inequality is rising in nearly every part of the globe – in 

part driven by greater privately-owned capital/concentration of that ownership. This 

paper discusses measuring wellbeing inequality (by NEF & UK Office of National 

Statistics.) The UN sounds the alarm in the final report of an investigation into extreme 

poverty in the US. The report says President Trump’s policies are deliberately forcing 

millions of Americans into financial ruin, cruelly depriving them of food and other 

basic protections while lavishing vast riches on the super-wealthy.  

This article discusses the first government-supported universal basic income trial in the 

U.S. The Economist explains: why universal basic income is worth a serious look. A 

basic income will be trialled in Gironde, in southwestern France in 2019. This article 

says universal basic income should be seen as a rightful share of society's wealth. 

MindLab (the innovation hub) was closed partly because the Danish government’s 

priorities shifted from experimentation and innovation to the digital transformation of 

the civil service. MindLab was replaced by the Disruption Task Force, a unit set up by 

the prime minister to digitally reform Denmark’s civil service. [Other labs around the 

world include the OPM Innovation Lab in Washington, DC, the Laboratorio Para 

La Ciudad in Mexico City to the Human Experience Lab in Singapore.] 

This piece suggests that Singapore sh/could become an ASEAN asset management 

hub like Luxembourg is to the EU. 

Spain’s new cabinet has more women than men. A tax expert tells an Australian 

Senate panel about two economists who took a serious look at lower tax rates for 

women (it is not as crazy as it sounds.) 

This article says four major global auditing firms enjoy effective, state-guaranteed, 

cartel status – Deloitte, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), Ernst & Young (EY) and 

KPMG. There is a decline in the number of new American business starts and high-

growth firms are becoming rarer. 

AI could end capitalism: If AI rationally allocates resources through big data analysis, 

and if robust feedback loops can supplant the imperfections of ‘the invisible hand’ 

while fairly sharing the vast wealth it creates, a planned economy that actually works 

could at last be achievable. 

Researchers from the Universities of Pennsylvania & London say the tipping point for 

social change is 25 percent of people i.e. to make a fringe idea mainstream.  

Hydro-Quebec (Provincial Government) will temporarily stop processing requests 

from cryptocurrency miners so that it can continue to fulfil its obligations to supply 

electricity to the entire province. 
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This article discusses ‘seven core 

technologies that are altering nearly 

every dimension of our lives.’ 

https://www.apsreview.gov.au/
https://johnmenadue.com/greg-bailey-john-lloyd-and-the-ipa-friends-of-the-public-service/
https://www.themandarin.com.au/93619-bargaining-policy-the-clock-is-ticking-on-the-governments-toxic-war-with-its-own-workforce/?utm_campaign=TheJuice&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter
http://email-tracking.qz.com/wf/click?upn=pu9n0ps8hGF44zTMfA2zQYPC2vzAu90dXb-2FYQPfPUSLZcA9CdfenLK9GQUO-2B1tTW7VGgCKLR3ZB485soDeIhx6swM1B-2BxxloSYNe-2Bt-2BnzuU-3D_Taem7sQGCiL3m1YoMVlzdTinDaYwHdDfeVO6rGaCMsX3pbpiSBjIlX2WXJbtnM4wi5zeYeAPDHKrs72gdqIzql1XMuxNl5IzMt7S7v7mMhyYE0dmLhjbHMsYskSFI61j9Q33wSJ31q-2BIc4tfwAgGV-2F1oE0XOdZf6ny-2Bw7ciIQj3IkrIMK220fx6Cgmo8pd5gPEL1e7pywrBQzlm3ca9-2F5ijh6hBBm0v-2Bc8aDmWuI7X2k4H2KlRAkhsv5S9gB00s9h-2BF5WQ76Qh-2F421SjRtIODaLcwOUtAYe-2FV6B9jUlRwtpqacqtlGsUr-2FILNHPsOMnRTMhtOu5jmo-2BwtfZ9lOIIiL-2FY-2BrWGaYkMFPxhnHH1mmdeawDctWA27wSgQheLustPcYNnEVnhaQ-2FY9yFmTGyWZAoh6VHxFAYhKr7yP-2FHPfgHaVFvTWcO5LnqnztTzhlZw9j-2Bxjd0I-2BJEPauX7t-2Bxqxn-2FtMcS087FZvE2btSeWiVaOYVB8-2ByzIWnpJ1Xqs6mpet8DFN49vAPsNoln67qJtb-2F2vtTCLhub4tFbNn2iQAdpMBxBgp2R8gsHe-2FegxWgQX
http://email-tracking.qz.com/wf/click?upn=pu9n0ps8hGF44zTMfA2zQYPC2vzAu90dXb-2FYQPfPUSLZcA9CdfenLK9GQUO-2B1tTW7VGgCKLR3ZB485soDeIhx6swM1B-2BxxloSYNe-2Bt-2BnzuU-3D_Taem7sQGCiL3m1YoMVlzdTinDaYwHdDfeVO6rGaCMsX3pbpiSBjIlX2WXJbtnM4wi5zeYeAPDHKrs72gdqIzql1XMuxNl5IzMt7S7v7mMhyYE0dmLhjbHMsYskSFI61j9Q33wSJ31q-2BIc4tfwAgGV-2F1oE0XOdZf6ny-2Bw7ciIQj3IkrIMK220fx6Cgmo8pd5gPEL1e7pywrBQzlm3ca9-2F5ijh6hBBm0v-2Bc8aDmWuI7X2k4H2KlRAkhsv5S9gB00s9h-2BF5WQ76Qh-2F421SjRtIODaLcwOUtAYe-2FV6B9jUlRwtpqacqtlGsUr-2FILNHPsOMnRTMhtOu5jmo-2BwtfZ9lOIIiL-2FY-2BrWGaYkMFPxhnHH1mmdeawDctWA27wSgQheLustPcYNnEVnhaQ-2FY9yFmTGyWZAoh6VHxFAYhKr7yP-2FHPfgHaVFvTWcO5LnqnztTzhlZw9j-2Bxjd0I-2BJEPauX7t-2Bxqxn-2FtMcS087FZvE2btSeWiVaOYVB8-2ByzIWnpJ1Xqs6mpet8DFN49vAPsNoln67qJtb-2F2vtTCLhub4tFbNn2iQAdpMBxBgp2R8gsHe-2FegxWgQX
https://canadiangovernmentexecutive.ca/does-deliverology-deliver-the-goods/?inf_contact_key=1f7b51016ed90c08ab5bd482c9fd87604446a53bfbe740c66f8470d38b425957
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/performance-based-pension-paul-ryan-by-dambisa-moyo-2018-05?utm_source=Project+Syndicate+Newsletter&utm_campaign=beb150cda9-sunday_newsletter_20_5_2018&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_73bad5b7d8-beb150cda9-93820485
https://apnews.com/e21ff1230098479a9d17737b64ebbc74
https://www.ozy.com/fast-forward/will-millennials-ever-retire/72454?utm_source=dd&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=05302018&variable=c823deaa3285d3706f7798d80d0b0c56
https://exponentialview.us15.list-manage.com/track/click?u=eee7b8043119f98544067854b&id=073a9eaadb&e=2111fc738d
file:///C:/Users/Kate/Documents/Measuring-Inequalities-in-Wellbeing-17072018_.pdf
http://undocs.org/A/HRC/38/33/ADD.1
https://futurism.com/california-city-test-universal-basic-income/
https://www.economist.com/open-future/2018/05/31/why-universal-basic-income-is-worth-a-serious-look?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/
https://basicincome.org/news/2018/05/france-the-gironde-regions-path-to-a-basic-income-experiment/
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-05-14/universal-basic-income-wont-stop-people-working/9746544
https://apolitical.co/solution_article/how-denmark-lost-its-mindlab-the-inside-story/?utm_source=Weekly+Briefing&utm_campaign=c0cd521fa4-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_06_05_07_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_66f83a82bb-c0cd521fa4-175399889
https://em.dk/ministeriet/organisation/departementets-organisation/disruption-task-force
https://lab.opm.gov/
https://labcd.mx/
https://labcd.mx/
https://www.capam.org/files/2016BiennialPresentations/Design-ledInnovationInTheSingaporePublicService-AlexanderLau.pdf
http://www.worldfinancialreview.com/?p=30815
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-44382051
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/jun/08/pink-and-blue-forms-is-gender-based-tax-really-as-crazy-as-it-sounds?CMP=soc_568
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/jun/08/pink-and-blue-forms-is-gender-based-tax-really-as-crazy-as-it-sounds?CMP=soc_568
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/may/29/the-financial-scandal-no-one-is-talking-about-big-four-accountancy-firms
https://ssti.org/blog/high-growth-firms-becoming-rarer?utm_source=SSTI+Weekly+Digest&utm_campaign=15e55fe139-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_06_01_04_15&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ecf5992d4c-15e55fe139-212412401
https://ssti.org/blog/high-growth-firms-becoming-rarer?utm_source=SSTI+Weekly+Digest&utm_campaign=15e55fe139-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_06_01_04_15&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ecf5992d4c-15e55fe139-212412401
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/theworldpost/wp/2018/05/03/end-of-capitalism/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.7d145d419f79
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/360/6393/1116
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/HYQU:CN
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-07/quebec-halts-bitcoin-mining-power-requests-amid-booming-demand
mailto:kate.delaney@jrcs.net.au
http://www.ajasn.com.au/
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/projects/seven-technologies-remaking-the-world/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=sm-direct
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Changing work 
 

 
This article looks at forces that gave rise to the gig economy. According to a new 

report securing full-time work by the age of 25 is no longer a reality for half of young 

Australians (also here.) A shortage of skilled labor has prompted the Netherlands to 

turn to 3-D printed homes. Vermont will pay people to work there remotely, new 

residents might get a $10,000 grant if their employers are out of state. A full-time 

worker earning minimum wage can't afford a 2-bedroom rental anywhere in the 

United States, report. 

This article found common patterns among more recent business model innovations 

and idenitfies three major signals that your industry could be on the precipice of 

major change (e.g.  air travel, real estate.)A growing group of A-list writers are 

bypassing print and releasing audiobook originals (e-book sales have fallen and 

print has remained anaemic; publishers’ revenue for downloaded audio has nearly 

tripled in the last five years.) 

 

The global transition to electric vehicles by 2040 and renewable sources of 

power will see oil company revenue plummet – by $19 trillion. 

This interesting U.S. analysis (looking backward from 2015 to 2000) found 

educational attainment, industry structure, and demographic composition in 

2000 all meaningfully predicted which communities would thrive (and which 

would not) in the years that followed. 

Federal government modelling suggests demand for non-government schools 

is going to fall substantially in the next 10 years.  

New U.S. research shows that cities where newspapers closed up shop saw 

increases in government costs as a result of the lack of scrutiny over local 

deals. It joins a growing body of research examining the impacts of local-news 

desertification, from higher susceptibility to post-truth politics to gaps in national 

surveillance of infectious diseases. 

Bitcoin’s energy footprint was calculated in a new peer-reviewed study. If the 

growing energy consumption rate keeps up, Bitcoin would consume all the 

world’s electricity by January 2021. 

Here is some research that looks at potential solutions to the zombie property 

problem. 

This study says smaller cities will lose more jobs to automation than large ones. 

Urban & built environment 

What if? This asserts the first person that will live to be 1,000 years-old has been born.  

Scotland’s Castle Craig rehab clinic says crypto currency addiction is a form of 

compulsive online betting, and it’s now in its gambling rehab program. The number 

of vapers has been increasing rapidly - research group Euromonitor estimates that 

the number of adults who vape will reach almost 55 million by 2021.  

A genome-writing consortium intends to revise the genome of human cells in the 

lab so they resist viruses. It will take about a decade. Researchers say they have 

taken a step forward in the quest to tackle the common cold. Two new studies are 

raising concerns that the CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing system could trigger an 

increased cancer risk in cells. AI could help detect illnesses through compounds in 

your breath, including different cancers.  

Protection orders for domestic violence: a systematic review. A new Cigna study 

reveals loneliness is at epidemic levels in America. 

 

Health 
PWC future worlds of work:  

Humans come first. (Yellow World.) Social-first and 

community business prosper. Crowd funded 

capital flows to ethical and blameless brands. A 

search for meaning and relevance with a social 

heart. Artisans, makers and ‘new worker guilds’ 

thrive. “Humanness” is highly valued.   

Innovation rules (Red World) Organisation and 

individuals race to give consumers what they want. 

Innovation outplaces regulation. Digital platforms 

give outsized reach and influence to those with a 

winning idea. Specialists and niche profit-makers 

flourish. 

Other two are ‘companies care’ and ‘corporate is 

king’ (explained in hyperlink.) 

 

 

Skills needed to stay relevant (here) 

This is a UNICEF process to design 

iterative, behaviourally-informed health 

interventions. (Tool kit) 

This%20article%20looks%20at%20forces%20that%20gave%20rise%20to%20the%20gig%20economy.
https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2018/06/full-time-work-no-longer-reality-young-australians/?utm_source=Pro+Bono+Australia+-+email+updates&utm_campaign=48489b5ff5-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_08_18_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_5ee68172fb-48489b5ff5-146786497&mc_cid=48489b5ff5&mc_eid=6b3c7cf156
https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2018/06/full-time-work-no-longer-reality-young-australians/?utm_source=Pro+Bono+Australia+-+email+updates&utm_campaign=48489b5ff5-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_08_18_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_5ee68172fb-48489b5ff5-146786497&mc_cid=48489b5ff5&mc_eid=6b3c7cf156
https://www.fya.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/FYA_TheNewWorkReality_sml.pdf
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/netherlands-set-welcome-worlds-first-functional-3d-printed-house-2019-180969272/
http://email-tracking.qz.com/wf/click?upn=pu9n0ps8hGF44zTMfA2zQW3wHGsB7mA71iFNkIUNOjQxv2cuCwb67MN6oSEz8yj9j3-2B6jDj7IiCPyENBi0wOOyQ8DkP2xEpgWHvAWA9AbluIH4RxkgHmYw-2FG6i3Tz5jA_Taem7sQGCiL3m1YoMVlzdTinDaYwHdDfeVO6rGaCMsX3pbpiSBjIlX2WXJbtnM4wi5zeYeAPDHKrs72gdqIzql1XMuxNl5IzMt7S7v7mMhxIkZMqvToavUtU7zptcPyUuchSfB6YhkiXpsPyfhZwTeakgmTLM8hJKm9LlMlJYg5CQ3Gh-2FTN0VEztGxmpBePQLlfOfV5eSFPOUtd3j-2BZaEU89V1WEchNdPMhx05azyQk4lYHW-2BydMQ1FqTJzrq2lGTnXx0FC5MQBNtdq4ZICdswJk8Um28CO4Jgp-2BT9g9p3cyEldZOX0kKNQsacAmnxTMlBoztL2bEAa72hp1BdLvk4zdFU8-2Bj0-2Fxw8OC-2F2z2uye7-2BFKktLQdsc-2B0HGOvI-2Bsyfa2-2BMleH6-2FvBBpG-2BdDe5HVHS2qfPlvnl-2FLoVi1JNPHivWBoF1hS00M6j7bGv-2FZdvYX2MU0ONTQWh4A8G5nzNvm48Lec4jDgt8WsKF1xvIbFZe4SctWY7MugHDTLu4Leeau50UlV3Dz0bzLl-2F3SoUsYszNPa2YaZL1yZ95jgUkBY-3D
http://nlihc.org/oor
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/three-signals-your-industry-is-about-to-be-disrupted/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Read%20the%20new%20article%20now%20%C2%BB&utm_campaign=Enews%20FR%206/14/18
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/02/books/audible-michael-lewis-audiobooks.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-22/green-shift-to-slash-oil-company-income-by-19-trillion-to-2040
http://eig.org/dci/escape-velocity?utm_source=SSTI+Weekly+Digest&utm_campaign=ff60132330-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_05_31_03_16&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ecf5992d4c-ff60132330-212412401
https://www.cis.org.au/commentary/articles/are-non-government-schools-really-on-the-way-out/
https://psmag.com/economics/economic-damage-from-losing-local-news
https://www.politico.com/story/2018/04/08/news-subscriptions-decline-donald-trump-voters-505605
https://www.statnews.com/2018/03/20/news-deserts-infectious-disease/
https://www.statnews.com/2018/03/20/news-deserts-infectious-disease/
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2018-05/cp-bet051018.php
https://journalistsresource.org/studies/government/municipal/abandoned-buildings-revitalization
https://techxplore.com/news/2018-06-smaller-cities-job-loss-due.html
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/12/this-ageing-expert-belives-the-first-person-to-live-to-1-000-has-already-been-born
https://www.inverse.com/article/45385-cryptocurrency-addiction-rehab-treatment?utm_campaign=photo&utm_medium=culture&utm_source=newsletter
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-44295336
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-44295336
https://www.technologyreview.com/the-download/611055/project-recode-aims-to-make-human-cells-invulnerable-to-infection/?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=owned_social&utm_medium=social
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41557-018-0039-2
https://newatlas.com/crispr-gene-editing-cancer-risk-p53-study/54992/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2018-06-13%20005141%20Australia%20Daily%20Basic%202018-06-13%20005616%20Gastric%20bypass%20surgery%20in%20a%20pill%20points%20to%20inspired%20new%20treatment%20for%20diabetes&utm_content=2018-06-13%20005141%20Australia%20Daily%20Basic%202018-06-13%20005616%20Gastric%20bypass%20surgery%20in%20a%20pill%20points%20to%20inspired%20new%20treatment%20for%20diabetes+CID_27ca925419928586c82af3cd79e06d4f&utm_source=Campaign%20Monitor&utm_term=Read%20more
https://theconversationus.cmail19.com/t/r-l-jyudtiud-hkdrkltlhh-f/
http://apo.org.au/node/175286
https://www.multivu.com/players/English/8294451-cigna-us-loneliness-survey/
https://www.pwc.com/us/futureworkforce?WT.mc_id=CT4-PL400-DM1-TR1-LS4-ND30-TTA3-CN_QuartzNewsletter-06092018#content-free-2-3a05
https://www.pwc.com/us/futureworkforce?WT.mc_id=CT4-PL400-DM1-TR1-LS4-ND30-TTA3-CN_QuartzNewsletter-06092018#content-free-2-3a05
https://www.fastcompany.com/40569876/these-are-the-uniquely-human-skills-that-employers-say-robots-cant-do?partner=rss&utm_source=social&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=rss+fastcompany&utm_content=rss
https://www.fastcompany.com/40569876/these-are-the-uniquely-human-skills-that-employers-say-robots-cant-do?partner=rss&utm_source=social&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=rss+fastcompany&utm_content=rss
http://hcd4i.org/
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Education, science & technology 

 

A framework for ‘Innovation KPIs’ here 

The House Standing Committee on Employment, Education and Training has est. 

an inquiry into Funding Australia’s Research. Submissions due by 30 June. 

Researchers in Norway found that IQ test scores have been slowly dropping 

over the past several decades (& others found this too in UK and US.) 

A new study says randomly auditing under 2 percent of all scientific studies 

could significantly improve science's credibility (i.e. to address issues of 

reproducibility.) Scientists are more efficient at producing high-quality research 

when they have more academic freedom, according to a study of 18 

economically advanced countries. This study looked how at the balance of 

evidence can shape the likelihood that people are convinced by it – and in 

how particular the diversity effect1 plays out in assessing scientific evidence (– 

read a related article.) The EURITO project (to 2020) is looking to establish new 

Research & Innovation (R&I) indicators. Two studies on science related trust: (1) 

Good Sound, Good Research: How Audio Quality Influences Perceptions of the 

Research and (2) The effect of ad hominem attacks on the evaluation of claims 

promoted by scientists. Larger sample sizes are needed to increase 

reproducibility in neuroscience studies. The authors of this review argue that 

tools for studying online activity “are having a transformative effect on the 

social and behavioral sciences.” 

In their campaign against community water fluoridation, anti-fluoridation 

activists are buying scientific credibility using a predatory publisher. Over the 

course of a decade this study analysed 560 YouTube videos spreading 

misinformation about vaccines and autism. A related piece discusses the rise of 

group-think and communities of belief on Facebook (and the need for 

regulation of social media.) This paper maps U.S. areas where the herd effect of 

vaccination is diminished because of the anti-vaxxer movement. 

Many Australian school students feel they 'don't belong' in school: new research. 

Here is a pay it forward idea about how to change the payment to tap into the 

future value of higher education. No tuition cost is paid while attending college 

but the student signs a contract that for every year of education they will repay 

.5% of their adjusted gross income for 20 years for a four year degree and 10 

years for an associate degree. Seeing education as a financial investment that 

opens doors to profitable jobs means that degrees matter more than learning 

(re: cheating at UK universities up 30%.) The number of international students 

enrolled at American universities fell 4 percent between 2016 and 2017, 

according to an analysis of Department of Homeland Security data by the 

National Foundation for American Policy.  

The BBC reports that Microsoft has encased a tiny data center that will sit on the 

ocean floor for up to five years to use the sea as a natural coolant, helping to 

reduce the energy needed to run the center. Emirates planes could be going 

windowless to make its planes 50 percent lighter (with a digital display.) 

Here is a list of corporate innovation labs. 

This NSW parliamentary research services paper discusses 'blockchain.' Here is a 

visual guide to blockchain. 

This US GAO report, ‘Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems: FAA Should Improve Its 

Management of Safety Risks,’ may inform how to regulate small drones. 

A majority of people in the UK are uncomfortable with the idea of artificial 

intelligence being used in decision making in public services, according to the 

results of a poll. AI has been trained to analyse causation. 

An essay argues that globalisation is not in retreat. Rather it is evolving with three 

distinct characteristics: the rise of China; the relative importance of cities; and 

the growth of new cross-border digital flows.  

 

This book talks about moving from the 

knowledge economy to the behavior 

economy. (Interview) 

https://blog.strategyzer.com/posts/2018/5/16/the-4-kpis-to-track-in-innovation-accounting
https://blog.strategyzer.com/posts/2018/5/16/the-4-kpis-to-track-in-innovation-accounting
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/House/Making_a_submission
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2018-06-iq-scores-1970s.html?utm_source=nwletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-nwletter
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0195613
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1751157717302882
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959378017300961?via%3Dihub
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Here is a piece explaining the Australian intelligence community. 

This blog post says defence policy in Australia is subject to the ‘power of vested 

defence /military interests’ and this won’t help us rethink policy.  

Canada's signals intelligence agency, CSE, is shifting toward “active cyber” 

operations. The growing global market in cybercrime is projected to hit US$6 

trillion by 2021. An article discusses the double edged sword of AI and machine 

learning for cybersecurity. The internet (and legal frameworks) will have to keep 

evolving to deal with the growing impact of cyberattacks (here.) 

This study on Nobel prizes says ‘The U.S. era is approaching its end.’ ‘Since its 

zenith in the 1970s, U.S. Nobel Prize productivity has already declined by a factor 

of 2.4. A further decline is foreseeable. ‘Our model predicts that starting in 2025, 

the productivity of the U.S. will be below that of Germany, and from 2028, below 

that of France as well.’ 

This paper puts forward a framework for conceptualising and assessing resilience 

of essential socio-technical systems e.g. electricity supply. Freshwater security is 

more tenuous than we thought – see this article ‘Emerging trends in global 

freshwater availability.’ This paper tests the climate-conflict hypothesis, using East 

Africa as a focus. This article says warming seas are driving commercial seafood 

poleward into waters controlled by other countries, setting up international 

conflicts (related journal article.) A team of U.S. researchers (in artificial 

intelligence, model coupling, hydrology, agronomy, and economics) – funded 

by DARPA – are trying to use computers to predict the impact of climate change 

and other stressors on international food security, migration, and civil conflict. 

This video presents a partisan view on pandemics and their political nature (and 

U.S. preparedness.) 

This opinion piece discusses how China is winning de facto control of the South 

China Sea. China is expanding its military footprint in Africa. This opinion piece 

speculates about the possibility of ‘directed energy’ attacks (e.g. using an 

energised device’ to attack diplomats in China and Cuba.) CSIS Canada report 

on: Rethinking Security: China and the Age of Strategic Rivalry. China hacked a 

U.S. Navy contractor and secured a trove of highly sensitive submarine warfare 

data. A Chinese company Tianqi Lithium now controls over half the current 

global production of the essential metal for batteries. 

A new RAND paper analyses three perilous North Korea situations that could 

arise: a scenario in which the North develops a large, survivable nuclear force; a 

“limited war” scenario in which it targets Seoul with artillery strikes; and a “loose 

nukes” scenario in which regime collapse introduces new risks of proliferation.  

This story highlights problems with F35 planes in the United States (because of 

parts supply and repair capacity.) The first drone warship just joined the U.S. 

Navy; nearly every element of it is classified. 

A U.S. report warns that rapidly proliferating large military drones will give enemies 

vastly more data and firepower. The US Army Research Laboratory (ARL) is testing 

a prototy pe passive support system called Third Arm, which evenly distributes the 

weight of heavy weapons, allowing soldiers to use them with less fatigue and 

greater accuracy. Rand launched a Security 2040 series. RAND's Security 2040 

series says 3D printing could enable weapons proliferation and upend 

international trade. A paper Additive Manufacturing in 2040: Powerful Enabler, 

Disruptive Threat explores how 3D printers will affect personal, national, and 

international security such as cyber sabotage in the physical world (e.g. 

embedding a flaw in an airplane part before it is printed.) 

ICYMI: A 2016 paper on how to detect clandestine nuclear weapons 

programs. 

 

National security 

U.S. millennials and generation X'ers worry 

less than baby boomers about national 

security. 
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This article questions whether capitalism and democracy go together. 

Managers use more positive words to describe men, and more negative to 

describe women in performance evaluations. 

This article says many people don’t understand the size of the Chinese 

economy (including some prominent Defence experts.) 

The Independent Review of the Australian Public Service has called for 

public submissions. Five out of six of the terms of reference could be viewed 

as innovation challenges. 

This opinion piece argues ‘Random selection for science funding: not 

such a crazy idea.’ A related article makes a similar case. 

This is a thought experiment ‘Thinking knowledge production without the 

university.’  

A lesson? This research found in at-large elections, Afghan villagers 

elected more educated people. And these officials had less extreme 

policy preferences than those chosen in district elections. 

Forward looks 

Frames / framing 

This article speaks to changes in regulatory approaches (the ‘futures’ of 

regulation) Should We Take Preventative Action to Mitigate the Potential 

Dangers of Innovation? This UK report calls on the 'Centre for Data Ethics 

& Innovation' – being set up by the Government – to examine algorithm 

biases and transparency tools, determine the scope for individuals to be 

able to challenge the results of all significant algorithmic decisions which 

affect them (such as mortgages and loans) and where appropriate to 

seek redress for the impacts of such decisions. 

The federal government has commissioned new research into the 

benefits and risks of artificial intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things 

(IoT). The reports will consider the impact of the technologies from an 

economic, social and cultural perspective, and with a focus on data 

privacy. This Google AI created a ‘child’ AI to help it solve problems 

(video link to right.) 

Research highlights how differing attitudes towards trust of AI could lead 

to a new digital divide: ‘refusing to accept the advantages offered by AI 

could place a large group of people at a serious disadvantage ... [for 

example] differential access to job opportunities.’ 

A study conducted by the National Centre for Vocational Education 

Research (NCVER) has found teachers, accountants and healthcare 

workers will account for the majority of professional roles in 2024.  

Here is an article that presents four scenarios about ‘How Robots will 

break politics.’ Here are some scenarios for urban autonomous vehicles. 

Here is a view of 2040: In 2040, cash and credit cards will be relics of the 

past. 

The IEA says while are making progress on a handful of clean energy 

technologies, progress on another 30 key technologies has been limited 

or non-existent (in the Tracking Clean Energy Progress report.)  

RAND experts discuss the challenges of trying to predict the future and 

the limits of planning. 

This image is from an article on ‘conduct’ risk   

Watch this short film on when AI gets bored.   
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The recommendations of the Senate Select Committee on the Future of Work are 

due on June 21. 

The value of tax-deductible donations has dropped in Australia for the first time 

since the global financial crisis (GFC), with fewer Australians giving, and giving 

lower amounts, according to this report.  

New research shows information not only gets garbled as it is transmitted from 

person to person – it gets slanted in an increasingly negative direction. Fake news 

can harm children and their self-esteem, according to a new UK parliamentary 

report — and kids with poor literacy skills are affected more. UNESCO published a 

book, “Journalism, ‘Fake News’ and Misinformation.” 

 

 

News 

Scapple is an app that uses the concept of mind mapping to help you draw 

logical conclusions from your thoughts. 

A pair of Fellows at the JOLT lab built a game that present real and fake news, 

asking the participants to determine which is which. Play here. 

Looking for a design thinking tool? Singapore's Public Design Vault  lists 500+ 

design tools from around the world, organised into collections that get you 

started, take you through the design process, and then focus on specialised 

areas.  

This article explains nudge in government (with good visuals.) Here is ‘Debiasing 

the corporation: An interview with Nobel laureate Richard Thaler.’  

Twelve simple rules of systems thinking for complex global issues (recall AJASN 

discussed systems thinking at our meeting in 2017.) 

A new paper shows that some people can handle more visual information than 

others before developing some kinds of ‘attentional blindness’ because they 

have a greater visual perceptual capacity (i.e. miss the gorilla in the room) 

McKinsey identifies five disciplines that, together, can more than triple the 

success rate of government transformations. It also notes three sets of skills are 

particularly important: the ability to run complex, large-scale service-delivery 

organizations; project and program-management smarts; and digital and 

analytics capabilities. 

Here is an open source playbook for starting a Behavioral Design Team, for 

public servants. 

Web sites / reference material 

Next meeting: 9 & 10 August Canberra 

 

Upcoming meetings 

MIT Solve, a social impact marketplace, finds 

and supports the most promising tech-

powered solutions to the four global 

Challenges it issues each year. Solve 

Members achieve their social and 

environmental goals by joining Solve and 

supporting the Solver teams who are 

implementing those transformational 

solutions. To be considered for Solve 

membership, please submit an inquiry here. 
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